Minutes of the inaugural
Annual General Meeting (AGM)
for the proposed Charlton
Neighbourhood Forum
AGM held on Saturday 13 July 2019 at 16:00 in the Charlton
Assembly Rooms, Charlton Village
The AGM was attended by over 40 members of the proposed Charlton Neighbourhood Forum [a minimum of
21 members is required for the AGM to be quorate]. An attendance list was prepared with those attending
signing their names; however this is not included in the Minutes for data protection reasons. Names of
individuals included in these Minutes are those presenting at the meeting, and Members standing in the
election of Officers, including Members that have nominated and seconded the nomination.
Attached to these Minutes are the opening address [Appendix A] and the slides presented at the meeting
[Appendix B].

a) Welcome and outline of the format of the meeting – Clare Loops [CL] opened the
meeting by welcoming those attending, introducing the other presenters and setting
out the main agenda items [see Slides 2 and 3 from Appendix B].
b) Background to Charlton Together (CT) – Jodie Coughlan [JC] gave the history of
Charlton Together and the reason why a Charlton Neighbourhood Forum (the
‘Forum’) is being proposed [see Appendix A for speaker’s notes]. Main points noted:
 CT is a collective of local residents and amenity groups brought together by
the successful objection to a major development on the riverside; and,
 where we are now: local volunteers with a wide range of backgrounds and
skills who are seeking better engagement with those who will deliver the
redevelopment of the riverside: the Council (RBG), the Greater London
Authority (GLA) and developers, through the establishment of a
Neighbourhood Planning Forum and preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan.
c) Outline to bring forward a Neighbourhood Plan (the ‘Plan’) – Yann Leclercq [YL] set
out the reasons and processes for how a designated Forum can, and should, create a
Neighbourhood Plan [see Slides 4 – 7 from Appendix B]. Main points noted:
 the key objectives for the Forum are to improve community consultation and
community cohesion;
 the key objectives for the Plan are to:
-

secure the right infrastructure for Charlton both by the requirement for
development to be sustainable and through the use of local community
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-

infrastructure levy money secured from development in the designated
Area; and,
strengthen the Charlton Riverside Masterplan supplementary planning
document (SPD) by including the principles in the Plan;

 the proposed Neighbourhood Planning Area (the ‘Area’) is geographically
commensurate with others across London;
 the process to getting a Plan prepared is complex but we have already
completed the first two stages and are in a good position to submit an
application for formal designation of both Forum and Area to the Council;
 after submission of the application for formal designation of the Forum and
Area, RBG has a 13 week determination period, which includes six weeks for
consultation; and
 agreement of the final Plan once written would be by referendum.
Discussion by Members on a Plan and a Forum (facilitated by CL). There was a
lengthy discussion that raised some queries, further issues and general comments.
d) Question: what would constitute the voting majority for the Plan at referendum?
Response: it must be passed by a simple majority of those voting.
e) Comment: the importance of the business community on the riverside was
underlined, and, that developments should be sustainable, environmentally
acceptable and continue to support employment, particularly apprenticeships, in the
area.
Agreed: a commitment to the current adopted Riverside Masterplan will allay some
of these concerns but we have to push for this as it may not be a priority for
developers.
f) Request: for further information on other Neighbourhood Forums and
Neighbourhood Plans in London.
Response: sign posted to website with attention drawn to Lee, Catford and Kentish
Town.
g) Comment: consideration should be given to sustainability with new visions in the
light of the current climate emergency highlighted by the Extinction Rebellion
campaigns.
h) Further discussion emphasised the importance of consulting the community, the
wider implication of large developments on exiting communities, the importance of
the right infrastructure, including health provision and ensuring healthy communities
alongside of the protection and improvement of public space.
i) Question: how are we engaging with other community groups e.g. Cherry Orchard
Estate?
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Response: in establishing a Forum, the focus must be on our Membership. The
membership drive is not over and all areas within our agreed boundary will need to
be included.
a) Further discussion on membership and Forum designation: whilst we only need 21
members to validate the group before submission to RBG, we have to
demonstrate that the Forum is representative of a range of different background
demographics. We are currently focussing on the business community including
the large chain store outlets.
Members were asked to share information on the Forum through their networks.
Current membership stands at 160. Minimum is 21. It is envisaged that ‘working
groups’ drawn from the membership will conduct most of the day to day business of
the Forum.
j) Agreeing the boundary (the ‘Area’)
Along with the submission to the Council applying for formal designation as a Forum,
the boundary of the Neighbourhood Area needs to be agreed by the Membership as
this will also be a formal designation by the Council.
A ‘base map’ has been proposed, with additions to the boundary suggested for
discussion [see Slides 8 – 14 of Appendix B]. What is important is that we agree what
makes up Charlton. Where do people identify as Charlton? The base map is all of
SE7, but this includes not only Charlton ward but parts of adjacent wards as well.
The Council will only formally designate the Neighbourhood Planning Area after
consulting everyone within the area proposed by the Forum. We have to provide the
evidence in our application that we have reached out to all neighbourhoods within
the proposed Area and have Members signed up across the Area. Evidence will
include post code lists and a star map [see Slide 15 in Appendix B] and have good
representation in the defined area. The boundary can be changed right up to the
point of submission.
Five boundary additions to the ‘base map’ were presented and voted on as follows:
Boundary
addition

Area proposed for inclusion beyond the ‘base map’

Those in
favour***

1

The Woolwich Road Triangle and Angerstein Roundabout

24***

2

Sun in the Sands/Blackheath Standard and Shooters Hill Road 5

3

Morris Walk Estate

22***

4

Repository Woods

25***

5

The whole of Hornfair Park

21***

***The votes cast represented a majority of those voting.
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Discussion by Members on the proposed Neighbourhood Area (facilitated by CL)
Boundary addition 1: Discussion on this area centred on the small neighbourhoods
tucked to the north and south of Woolwich Road, and also the area up to and
including the flyover was queried. Attention was drawn to the development of the
Silvertown link and our limited resources in managing and consulting in areas of
development.
We would need more volunteers if we expand into this area, and those wishing to
volunteer were invited to make themselves known. Several Members have offered to
approach residents and businesses in this area.
Boundary addition 2: discussion focussed on if any of this area is in SE7, or if it is all in
SE3. If in SE7 then it should be included, but most agreed that it probably was not.
We will check on the postcodes and revise the ‘base map’ accordingly, if needed.
Otherwise this area will not be added.
Boundary addition 3: consideration should be given to the two estates east of Maryon
Grove/ Morris Walk currently awaiting regeneration, which are partially within SE7
and SE18, but where residents identify as being in Charlton.
Boundary addition 4: in considering both ecclesiastic and historical parish boundaries,
including how this related to the existing conservation areas, would warrant the
inclusion of the Repository Woods.
Boundary addition 5: it was agreed that the whole of the Lido and Hornfair Park
should be included as they are in SE7; therefore this is not really an addition to the
base map.
There was a request to consider the area up to and including Francis Street, but it was
agreed that this was within Woolwich.
After discussing each area, the floor was opened for further questions/comments
Question: can we influence development outside the formally designated Area?
Response: we could agree CIL money to be spent in contiguous areas.
There was a query about any ward boundary changes; these may change in 2022.
Question: is there any funding available for the Forum and Plan?
Response: we can draw down funding once we are a designated Forum. In the
meantime we are operating on good will and ‘a shoe string.’ Anyone who has paid
for anything to date should approach the elected Treasurer and provide receipts for
repayment once we have funding.
The Benefice of Charlton were thanked for their generosity in providing a space free
of charge for Charlton Together to meet, which has significantly reduced running
costs.
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There was a query on how the Membership of the Forum will be consulted on items
such as the draft Constitution and the final proposed boundary of the Neighbourhood
Planning Area.
After discussion, it was agreed that consultation and voting can be conducted largely
by email with hard copy information available on request. There is a website, email
and Facebook page operating. Consultation and voting would normally be within a 10
day window but could be longer during holiday periods.
k) Agreeing the draft Constitution
The Constitution is currently in draft format and after discussion it was agreed that a
working group will address any outstanding points, in the light of this meeting, and
distribute for comments/amendments from the membership before a vote is taken.
The draft Constitution will include a revised boundary map of the Neighbourhood
Planning Area.
If this, (plus the redrawn boundary map) is distributed during the holiday period
members will have a longer response time. Given resource implication most formal
business will have to be conducted online (consultations, votes etc.) although this
does not preclude further public meetings and hard copy alternatives on request.
Members at the meeting were reminded that those working on the Forum are
volunteers and business needs to be managed with this in mind. We should not
forget the overarching aims of delivering a Plan in light of the emerging pressures in
Charlton and avoid the Forum being bogged down with bureaucratic detail.
Election of Officers
The following were elected to office:
Officer

Elected

Those in favour***

Chair

Clare Loops
Proposed by Sukie Green; Seconded by Suzanne Hunt

32***

Vice Chair

Yann Leclercq
Proposed by Brenda Taggart; Seconded by Jodie Coughlan

31***

Treasurer

Helen Brown
Proposed by Suzanne Hunt; Seconded by John Tidy

33***

Secretary

Brenda Taggart
Proposed by Suzanne Hunt; Seconded by Jane Bland

31***

***The votes cast represent a majority of those voting. NB a second expression of interest was
received for Treasurer but this was after the meeting was adjourned and therefore invalid.

There was a query about the terms of office, which are to be annual and Officers
elected at AGMs. NB this year will be short as the next AGM is scheduled for May
2020. A request was made that short bios on the Officers elected for this first term
be circulated and this was agreed.
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l) Agreeing to proceed with the formal application to the Council
It was agreed that the formal application would be made to the Council by the
Officers, once the draft Constitution, including the Neighbourhood Area, was
consulted upon and approved by a simple majority of the Forum membership (of
those voting).
The meeting was adjourned by the Chair at 17:40, with the Chair thanking all those
attending.
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Appendix A: Inaugural AGM – Presentation on the history of Charlton Together
Jodie Coughlan, Chair of Charlton Central Residents’ Association (CCRA)
Where did it all begin? On a cold, late November evening in 2017, a handful representatives
and interested individuals of a few of the local residents’ associations and amenity groups in
Charlton, met at Charlton House to discuss ways in which our very different groups could
work together to have a positive effect on the RBG’s Community Led Review of Planning,
and achieve more of a say for local residents on planning issues.
What groups make up Charlton Together? The collective of groups is made up of: Charlton
Central Residents’ Association (CCRA), Derrick & Atlas Residents’ Association (DAGRA), SE7
Action Group, The Charlton Society, Valley Hill Hub, the Charlton Parkside Community Hub,
and Quixotic Records.
The groups within Charlton Together operate quite differently, our groups are both small
and large, a couple are fully constituted with fully paid up members, and others are digitally
based with no funds. Some groups preferring to hand write and hand deliver objection
letters on planning applications, others go with the power of an online petition via social
media, either way, we all make our contribution, and that is why we are here today.
So, following our first meeting back in late 2017, over the following months, we decided on a
name for ourselves, and came up with ‘’Charlton Together.’’ Meeting about once a month
or so – rotating the role of Chair and note-taker between us.
We came up with a focus on the large-scale planning applications (or MAJORS) that we knew
were in the pipeline and to discuss what the wider community feeling was about them, and
what position we would take in relation to them, knowing that we were not just ‘’prodevelopment’’, but ‘’pro – good development,” getting started with our first campaign on a
planning application on a development site in Victoria Way, SE7.
Despite engaging with the members of our separate groups, getting the message out on
social media to the wider community, posting leaflets through letterboxes, that application
was passed in January 2018. This was despite many objections, worries and reservations
about the impact of the site on the area.
Dusting ourselves off and picking ourselves up, Charlton Together fought another campaign
against another major application behind homes in Derrick & Atlas Gardens on Anchor &
Hope Lane. RBG’s Planning Board refused the application about this time last year, the
application was then ‘’called in’’ by the Mayor of London, who set a date for a public hearing
to be held in January 2019.
A handful of representatives of the groups within Charlton Together were invited to speak at
the meeting – chaired by Sadiq Khan – and so with ‘’knees knocking’’ and ‘’hearts in mouth’’
one-by-one approached the bench and made our objections to the scheme. With bated
breath, we waited a good half an hour, when the Mayor returned to the Chamber to deliver
his decision, which was to uphold RBG’s decision to refuse the application.
Most of us went home pinching ourselves!
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So, what have we learnt so far? On our journey, we have learnt an awful lot about how the
planning process works, how Council’s Planning Board works, how the GLA works.
Oftentimes things have moved at quite a pace and things have been quite reactive, but its’
all been well worth the hard work, in getting our collective community voices heard.
As a community we are better engaged with our elected representatives – our local
councillors, we understand the system in relation to putting in freedom of information
requests, and most importantly learnt about planning policy and how its’ impact locally, and
London as a whole. We are all now, very familiar with the Charlton Riverside Masterplan,
and more than capable of getting our heads around the reams of planning documents – such
as design & access statements, viability assessments and environmental impact assessments
– we have learnt the ‘’planning lingo.’’
Where are we now, and where do we go next? The reason we are here today - more
recently Charlton Together have been working on a much more proactive approach to
planning and development, looking at becoming a Neighbourhood Forum with a view to
developing a Neighbourhood Plan, which will take time to bring to fruition, but today is a
very important step in the process, and we would like as many people who live and work in
the area to get involved in whatever way they can to help create a Neighbourhood Plan for
our area, for our Charlton!
Jodie Coughlan 10.07.19
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Appendix B: Slides from the presentation

Slide 1

Slide 2
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